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N E U R O S C I E N C E

Malleability of the cortical hand map following a finger 
nerve block
Daan B. Wesselink1,2,3*, Zeena-Britt Sanders2, Laura R. Edmondson4, Harriet Dempsey-Jones1,2,5, 
Paulina Kieliba1, Sanne Kikkert2, Andreas C. Themistocleous6,7, Uzay Emir2, Jörn Diedrichsen8, 
Hannes P. Saal4, Tamar R. Makin1,2,9

Electrophysiological studies in monkeys show that finger amputation triggers local remapping within the de-
prived primary somatosensory cortex (S1). Human neuroimaging research, however, shows persistent S1 repre-
sentation of the missing hand’s fingers, even decades after amputation. Here, we explore whether this apparent 
contradiction stems from underestimating the distributed peripheral and central representation of fingers in the 
hand map. Using pharmacological single-finger nerve block and 7-tesla neuroimaging, we first replicated previous 
accounts (electrophysiological and other) of local S1 remapping. Local blocking also triggered activity changes to 
nonblocked fingers across the entire hand area. Using methods exploiting interfinger representational overlap, 
however, we also show that the blocked finger representation remained persistent despite input loss. Computa-
tional modeling suggests that both local stability and global reorganization are driven by distributed processing 
underlying the topographic map, combined with homeostatic mechanisms. Our findings reveal complex interfinger 
representational features that play a key role in brain (re)organization, beyond (re)mapping.

INTRODUCTION
Representation in the primary somatosensory cortex (S1) has long 
been conceptualized as a somatotopic gradient, i.e., neighboring 
subregions are selective in their responses to neighboring parts of 
the body. The primate hand area is a well-established model for 
such somatotopic organization. Traditionally, the hand area has 
been divided into discrete clusters, each selective to a single finger, 
lined up mediolaterally—hereafter referred to as the hand map 
(1, 2). However, underneath this apparent selectivity, finger repre-
sentation in S1 is also distributed. Electrophysiological work with 
nonhuman primates has provided evidence for receptive fields that 
can not only span multiple fingers (3) but also cover a wider area 
than alluded to by mesoscale topographical mapping studies (4, 5). 
Shared interfinger representation may be the result of input syn-
chronization: Manfredi and colleagues (6) have demonstrated that 
even passive stimulation of a part of the hand triggers extensive ripple 
effects across the skin [see also (7)]. Because these ripples activate 
mechanoreceptors on other fingers, even localized tactile stimula-
tion elicits widely distributed peripheral responses, with distinct 
spatiotemporal patterns (8). Together with related findings charac-
terizing the organizational features of the S1 hand map that are not 
necessarily anchored to topographic maps (9–12), these results sug-
gest that shared somatosensory processing of inputs from multiple 
skin surfaces across the hand is more prevalent than typically 
appreciated.

Despite these known interfinger representational motifs, the 
hand map has been an incredibly powerful mesoscale model for 
studying S1 organization and, as changes to the spatial organization 
of the finger clusters are relatively easy to monitor, for studying 
adult plasticity (13). Foundational literature on somatosensory plas-
ticity, mainly in animal models, shows that the boundaries between 
fingers within the hand map (or whiskers in the S1 barrel cortex) are 
profoundly altered following localized input loss, both at very short 
time frames of minutes/hours (14, 15) and long-term time scales 
(see further discussion below) (16, 17). These studies demonstrated 
that deprived cortical territory can be activated by inputs from cor-
tically neighboring body parts. Famously, following amputation of 
fingers in new-world monkeys (e.g., D3), Merzenich et al. (18) de-
scribed an invasion of the neighboring fingers (e.g., D2 and D4) into 
the deprived area 3b cortical territory [see (19) for comparable find-
ings in area 1]. Multiple processes have been suggested to drive such 
marked remapping, including anatomical changes (20). However, 
consensus in the field now favors the unmasking of previously silent 
inputs as a key process (21–23), which could even occur on a time 
scale of minutes (24). Subtle alterations in selectivity profiles outside 
the deprived cortex (i.e., across the hand map) were already ob-
served by Merzenich et al. (14), but the vast majority of studies have 
focused on characterizing reorganization locally, within the de-
prived cortex, leaving more global plasticity relatively unexplored.

The findings described above suggesting widespread reorganiza-
tion are seemingly contradictory with evidence from functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (fMRI), transcranial magnetic stimulation 
(TMS), and peripheral intracortical stimulation techniques in hu-
mans that suggest a persistent functional representation of missing 
body parts after amputation [reviewed in (25)] and deafferentation 
(26, 27). We (28, 29) and others (30, 31) have shown that, even de-
cades after amputation of a hand, phantom hand movements evoke 
activity patterns in S1 that are largely indistinguishable from normal 
hand movement. Together, this indicates that the canonical features 
of the hand representation are preserved within the sensorimotor 
system, not only in the short-term but also after long-term input loss.
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Although these studies suggesting that representations are main-
tained differ from the classic reorganization work discussed above in 
experimental species, acquisition techniques, extent of cortex studied, 
and manner of stimulation (mainly passive stimulation versus ac-
tive movement), the goal of both groups of studies tends to be to 
extrapolate to mesoscale population-level organization that under-
lies the hand (or body) S1 map. At that level, the dominant (but not 
universal) interpretation of the classic work personified by Merzenich 
that the deprived cortex is rapidly overwritten clashes with persistent 
hand representation in humans. We hypothesized that this apparent 
contradiction may have resulted from a strong focus on selectivity 
as a key organizing principle in S1, at the expense of the known overlap 
across finger representations [see also (12)]. At least in the short term, 
what appears to be local remapping of input to the deprived cortex 
does not have to be caused by the reorganization of sensory cortex.

In this study, we mimicked the rapid cessation of somatosensory 
input typically associated with amputation, using a pharmacological 
nerve block, allowing us to longitudinally characterize deprivation- 
triggered changes to the human S1 hand map (for previous studies 
using pharmacological manipulations to study deprivation-triggered 
remapping, see Discussion). Healthy volunteers underwent two ses-
sions of hand mapping experiments using ultrahigh-field fMRI (1-mm 
resolution), one while their right index finger was locally blocked 
using a pharmacological anesthetic agent (block session) and an-
other without a block (baseline session; see Fig. 1A for experimental 
timeline). To modulate the level of afferent and efferent input, we 
probed S1 with both passive (tactile stimulation) and active (finger 

tapping) stimulation [see Sanders et al. (32) for a comparison between 
active/passive conditions on S1 hand representation at baseline]. 
We hypothesized that peripheral and central processing being shared 
across fingers would cause the blocked finger’s “missing” activity to 
be reinstated by the other fingers, leading to maintained representa-
tion. With regards to classical accounts of deprivation-triggered 
remapping, we predicted that, if fingers are more overlapping across 
the hand map to begin with, then, simply by removing the domi-
nant input from a given finger cluster, we will expose the neighbor-
ing fingers’ representation. Unless an additional plasticity mechanism 
was involved, which we believed would not play a large role at this 
time scale, deprivation in itself should not boost the activity for the 
neighboring nonblocked fingers. By contrast, because the same 
neurons underlie multiple fingers’ representations, we hypothe-
sized that reduced input to one anesthetized finger would decrease 
activity for the other (nonblocked) fingers.

RESULTS
The use of active and passive tasks was originally aimed at resolv-
ing some possible causes of methodological divergence in human 
and animal studies. However, given the overall consistency in the 
results between the active and passive conditions, the analyses re-
ported below focus on the passive condition; parallel results from 
the active condition are reported in the Supplementary Materials. 
We highlight instances where results diverged between the two 
paradigms.

Fig. 1. Successful administration of a local nerve block. (A) Experimental timeline. Dots indicate the approximate start of each study component. Time spent in the MRI 
scanner is marked in red. Both sessions were identical except for the injection that was only administered in the block session and the independent localizer task that was 
only performed in the baseline session. (B) Tactile acuity, assessed using a grating orientation judgment task, is abolished for the index finger (D2) following a local nerve 
block. During the baseline session, participants had near-ceiling performance. Performance remained stable throughout each experimental session. The (categorical) 
x axis is jittered for visualization purposes. (C) Tactile acuity was unaffected in the nondeprived and neighboring middle finger (D3), confirming that our intervention was 
localized to D2. (D) Detectability of light touch in finger D2 drops to chance level following nerve block.
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Local nerve block attenuates tactile acuity and local activity
We first established that perception for the index finger (D2) was 
effectively attenuated in the block session using a tactile grating ori-
entation judgment test. All participants showed near-ceiling per-
formance in the baseline session (98%; see Fig.  1B), whereas 
performance dropped to chance level after the nerve block (53%). 
Performance remained poor after the end of the scan, 3 hours after 
the block was administered [main effect of session: 2

(1)  =  1358, 
P < 0.001; time × session interaction: 2

(2) = 0.12, P = 0.729]. Before 
the scan (and after the nerve block in the block session), we also 
tested for reductions in perception of light touch, the slowest 
somatosensory modality to be abated by a nerve block (33), using 
Von Frey hairs (Fig. 1D). Participants’ sensitivity to detect light touch 
was reduced from nearly perfect to chance level after the nerve 
block [2

(1) = 324.73, P < 0.001]. We also tested the acuity of the 
neighboring middle finger to ensure that the effects of the nerve 
block had not spread to other fingers. We noted near-ceiling grating 
orientation performance in both sessions before the scan [and after 
the block in the block session; baseline: 92%; block: 93%; main effect 
of session: 2

(1)  =  0.26, P  =  0.609; Fig.  1C]. At the end of each 

session, we directly assessed the participants’ perceptual thresholds 
for the middle (D3) and ring finger (D4) using gratings (see Methods 
for details). There was no significant main effect of session [2

(1) = 
1.03, P  =  0.311] nor a finger × session interaction [2

(2)  =  0.37, 
P = 0.541], further supporting that the effect of the nerve block had 
not spread to the nontarget fingers.

We next demonstrated that the nerve block was physiologically 
effective in diminishing D2 activity in its respective S1 area. Consid-
ering that S1 is not homogeneous in finger selectivity, we first ex-
amined the S1 regions showing the greatest selectivity to one finger 
over the other four. The five “finger clusters” (C1 to C5) were iden-
tified in each participant’s hand area by means of a standard traveling 
wave analysis performed on an independent localizer map (Fig. 2A; 
see Methods). While we could not accurately isolate the subdivi-
sions of S1 in individual participants, on the basis of probabilistic 
mapping, we did confirm that these finger clusters were most likely 
found in the more finely tuned areas 1 and 3b (see Methods). Within 
each finger cluster, mean finger-specific activity levels were ob-
tained from the randomized block design task collected during both 
baseline and block sessions (Fig. 2B). As expected, after the nerve 

Fig. 2. Single-finger nerve block attenuates D2 activity but does not cause true reorganization—evidence from univariate analysis. (A) An example of the five 
finger clusters that were localized in S1 for each participant. CS, central sulcus. (B) Activity levels for each of the five fingers [colors as in (A)] across the five finger clusters 
in the baseline (light colors) and block (dark colors) sessions. Group results for passive stimulation. In the block session, activity for finger D2 is abolished in cluster D2 but 
also decreases for other target fingers in their respective clusters. Error bars indicate SEM. BOLD, blood oxygen level–dependent. (C) Winner-takes-all assignment of voxels 
to fingers, presented on a flattened surface for an example participant, for positive (above-zero) activity only [colors as in (A)]. The white outline shows the D2-selective 
cluster, as identified independently. Compared to measuring five fingers in the baseline sessions (left), not measuring finger D2 reveals similar “invasion” of the neighboring 
fingers (D1, red; D3, green) into the D2 territory (white outline), irrespective of a nerve block, resulting in similar “remapping” in baseline as found in the block map. Bright 
and shaded colors indicate activated (Z > 0) voxels inside and outside the independently localized finger clusters, respectively; black indicates below-zero activity. 
(D) Quantification of the remapping effect demonstrated in (C). Group results. Voxels within the D2 cluster were assigned to either one of five fingers (including D2) or 
one of four fingers (excluding D2) using a winner-takes-all approach. The number of voxels assigned to D2 (when included), neighboring fingers (D1/D3), and non-neighboring 
fingers (D4/D5) were calculated per participant and averaged. Error bars indicate SE. Circles indicate the values for the example participant that was showcased in (C). A, 
anterior; P, posterior; Left hemi, left hemisphere; ns, nonsignificant. **P < 0.001.
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block, passive stimulation of D2 no longer induced activity in 
its corresponding finger cluster (C2) relative to rest ( = −0.04; 
t14 = −0.10, P = 0.919, Bayes’ factor = 0.266; decrease versus baseline 
session; t14 = −4.17, P = 0.001). Active D2 stimulation still elicited 
positive activity in C2 ( = 2.13; t14 = 4.40, P = 0.001; see fig. S1A), 
presumably because of additional afferent (e.g., proprioceptive in-
puts from the arm muscles) and efferent signals (from the motor 
system). Note however that, in the active condition, the activity was 
also significantly reduced in the block condition relative to baseline 
(t14 = −2.22, P = 0.044).

Activity elicited by (passive) stimulation of D2 was also reduced 
in the other four finger-selective clusters compared to baseline 
(F1,112 = 9.90, P = 0.002), with no significant interaction across clus-
ters (F3,112 = 0.48, P = 0.700). Thus, the nerve block successfully at-
tenuated D2 univariate activity across the hand area.

Local “remapping” might reflect analysis choices rather than 
neural plasticity
Classical electrophysiological studies involving amputation have re-
ported an overrepresentation of neighboring fingers in the deprived 
territory. To use methods similar to those studies, we first calculated 
winner-takes-all maps (Fig. 2C), rather than using the full activity 
patterns, across the entire S1 hand area. In these maps, all voxels 
showing positive (above zero) activity to one of the fingers were as-
signed to the finger with the highest activity level (relative to baseline). 
Similar findings were observed when activity was not thresholded, 
such that negative blood oxygen level–dependent (BOLD) activity 
was also considered (see fig. S2).

The finger preference of the voxels in the highly selective cluster 
C2 was measured by counting the number of voxels assigned to the 
neighboring fingers. We first repeated the classical analysis, ignoring 
the D2 condition in the winner-takes-all map of the block session—a 
necessity in animal studies involving amputation—but not in the 
baseline session. When comparing the number of assigned voxels 
across sessions, we find a significant increase in the number of voxels 
that show a preference for D1 or D3 after a nerve block, compared 
to the baseline session (t14 = 5.10, P < 0.001; see Fig. 2C for an exam-
ple map and Fig. 2D for group comparisons). This is consistent with 
previous accounts of local remapping caused by overrepresentation 
of neighboring fingers (see Introduction). However, a key advan-
tage to our experimental model is the possibility to stimulate D2 
after deprivation. When D2 responses are included in the winner-
takes-all analysis, the remapping of neighboring fingers D1 and 
D3 in C2 is merely trending (t14 = 2.13, P = 0.051). Furthermore, 
ignoring D2  in the baseline data already gives the impression of 
shifted finger boundaries (four fingers winner-takes-all relative to 
the five fingers comparison, both at baseline; t14 = 4.84, P < 0.001; 
Fig. 2D). Conversely, when D2 was ignored in both sessions (i.e., 
excluded from the winner-takes-all analysis), we found no signifi-
cant effect of the nerve block on neighboring fingers’ remapping in 
the deprived cluster (t14 = −1.12, P = 0.280). This suggests that the 
previously observed findings, which we were able to replicate with-
in the highly selective C2 cluster, might have been the product of 
methodological restrictions. In other words, remapping or other 
mechanisms of plasticity may not be necessary for explaining a 
change in the winner-takes-all maps.

The conclusion that remapping of the cortical neighbors into the 
deprived cortex may not have occurred in our study was further 
supported by other analysis, focusing on the mean activity within 

the finger clusters. The mean activity in C2 for fingers D1 and D3 
did not significantly increase in the passive condition (t14 = −1.09, 
P = 0.304; Fig. 2B) and had, in fact, decreased in the active condition 
(t14 = −2.51, P = 0.025). Together, these results suggest that the changes 
in the hand map came about by uncovering preexisting coactivation of 
voxels by fingers other than the “winning” (target) finger.

Global loss of selectivity in the hand region
Given the hypothesized overlap in finger representation, we also in-
vestigated the possibility for more global changes in the hand rep-
resentation, i.e., outside the deprived area, but still within the 
subdivision, showing high selectivity for individual fingers. We first 
examined whether responses within the finger clusters beyond C2 
were affected by the nerve block by assessing univariate finger selec-
tivity: the activity for each cluster’s target finger minus the mean of 
the three nontarget fingers, excluding D2 (see the Supplementary 
Materials for the same analysis while including D2). Finger selectiv-
ity is considered a hallmark of sensory cortical organization, partic-
ularly in S1. With passive stimulation, we identified a significant 
decrease in selectivity across all (nonblocked) finger clusters (mean 
change: −21.7%; F1,112 = 8.14, P = 0.005), and no session × cluster 
interaction (F3,112 = 0.31, P = 0.818). This result provides clear evi-
dence for larger-scale changes in activity across the highly selective 
finger clusters, which have not previously been emphasized. When 
examining Fig. 2B, it is apparent that the nontarget fingers are not 
equally suppressed within a given cluster, but vary in a systematic 
fashion, in line with topography. That is, neighboring fingers that 
were more strongly activated at baseline also show greater suppres-
sion (because of floor and ceiling effects, this observation could not 
be tested statistically).

To investigate the global selectivity reduction in more detail, we 
conducted representational similarity analysis (RSA; see Methods). 
RSA produces a canonical S1 representational structure for “nor-
mal” hands based on interfinger similarity patterns and can there-
fore be used to assess variations in interfinger dissimilarity. While 
extensively previously used to characterize the fingers’ representa-
tional structure across the entire hand area, here, we used the same 
approach to identify representational similarity within each finger- 
selective cluster. For each cluster, the dissimilarity between all indi-
vidual finger patterns, as well as rest, was compared in each session. 
For visualization purposes, the representation patterns were pro-
jected onto a two-dimensional plane using multidimensional scal-
ing (MDS) (Fig. 3A), such that distances in the projection reflect 
dissimilarity between conditions [for representational dissimilarity 
matrices (RDMs), see fig. S3]. Given that we used cross-validated 
distances (see Methods), systematically positive differences imply 
statistically reliable differences between patterns.

We first consider the interfinger representational structure in 
each of the finger-selective clusters in the baseline session. Selectiv-
ity of each of the finger clusters as defined above can be inferred 
with RSA by the target finger showing the highest dissimilarity from 
rest, relative to the nontarget fingers (Fig. 3A, colors). The nontar-
get fingers in each of the five clusters, however, can also be distin-
guished from each other (mean dissimilarity between nontarget 
finger pairs per cluster; t12–14 > 5.90, P < 0.001; one-sample t tests). 
In three of five clusters, the dissimilarity distance rank between 
nontarget fingers (e.g., D3 is closer to the D4 than to D5) was pre-
served (average rank-order correlation with the canonical hand pat-
tern, i.e., the pattern from the entire hand area in the baseline 
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session: C1: rho = 0.64, P = 0.038; C2: rho = 0.55, P = 0.024; C3: 
rho = 0.26, P = 0.083; C4: rho = 0.46, P = 0.122; and C5: rho = 0.51, 
P = 0.008). This analysis suggests that, at baseline, finger informa-
tion is highly distributed, such that even the most finger-selective 
clusters contain whole-hand topographic information.

We next interrogated the impact of the D2 nerve block on the S1 
hand representational structure beyond the highly selective clus-
ters, in an anatomically defined region around the “hand knob” 
spanning the entire hand area (see Methods; further analysis on the 
impact of the nerve block on the representational structure in the 
finger-selective clusters is elaborated below). To avoid overlap with 
the observations presented above, we excluded all voxels with pro-
nounced selectivity for a single finger, i.e., voxels inside finger clus-
ters. Akin to the reduction in finger selectivity in Fig. 2, interfinger 
dissimilarity due to passive stimulation was significantly reduced in 
the extended hand area across the four nonblocked fingers follow-
ing the nerve block (−29%, t13 = 3.00, P = 0.010). Neighboring fin-
gers (D1 and D3) were not affected to a significantly different extent 
than non-neighbors (D4 and D5; finger neighborhood × session 
interaction: F1,52 = 0.12, P  =  0.731). Similar results were also ob-
served when only the activity underlying the finger-selective clus-
ters was examined (−26%, t13 = 2.54, P = 0.025; Fig. 3B). As can be 

seen by comparing Fig. 3 (B and C), the representational structure 
in the most finger-selective voxels and the nonselective voxels com-
prising the anatomical hand area is highly similar (mean within- 
subject correlation: baseline session: r = 0.88; block session: r = 0.89). 
This means that, despite the known varied scope for interfinger 
overlap across the different cytoarchitectonic division of S1 and 
specifically within and outside the highly selective clusters, the rep-
resentational structure of the hand was similarly affected by the 
D2 block.

There was a similar drop in dissimilarity during the active task 
(inside clusters: −19%, t14 = 3.45, P = 0.004; outside clusters: −21%, 
t14 = 4.40, P  =  0.001; fig. S1), also without a significant finger 
neighborhood × session interaction (F1,56 = 0.20, P = 0.660). The 
measured drop in dissimilarity could not, to the best of our knowl-
edge, be attributed to intersession differences that are unrelated to 
the nerve block, e.g., task performance or brain state. We determined 
that there were no significant differences between sessions in press 
force during (active) task performance (t14 = −0.81, P = 0.433) or 
perceptual detection of an oddball trial during (passive) task perform-
ance (t14 = 0.34, P = 0.737), the residual error in the general linear 
model (GLM) (t14 = 0.86, P = 0.405), or the signal variance in S1 in 
a separate resting-state scan (t12 = 0.40, P = 0.700; see Methods). 

Fig. 3. Finger representation is distributed throughout the hand area and globally affected by a local nerve block. (A) In each finger cluster (C1 to C5), both target 
and nontarget fingers show differential activity patterns from each other and from rest. Fingers are colored according to the hand-shaped legend; the surrounding ellipses 
(indicating between-subject SE) are either colored (baseline session) or black (block session). The interfinger representational structure (composed of all five fingers) is 
relatively consistent across sessions. (B) When all clusters are examined collectively, the prototypical hand representation shrinks following the nerve block but does not 
change shape. (C) Hand representation excluding the finger-selective clusters C1 to C5 strongly resembles that of the highly selective voxels, suggesting that hand 
information is distributed throughout the S1 hand area. PC, principal component.
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Collectively, the above findings provide converging evidence that 
individuated finger representation became less distinct across the 
hand area following D2 block. Although the deprivation of input was 
local, i.e., affecting only one finger, finger information is distributed, 
leading to widespread effects on the representation of the nonblocked 
fingers both within other finger-selective clusters and beyond.

Persistent representation of the blocked finger is found 
outside the C2 cluster
From our analysis so far, it becomes apparent that the reduction of 
D2 activity via nerve block affected the nonblocked fingers’ repre-
sentation across the hand area. We next explored the idea that, be-
cause of distributed and overlapping finger representation, activity 
associated with one finger may inform the representation of anoth-
er finger or could even reinstate it in the case of missing input (e.g., 
D2 representation in the block session). Going back to the (passive) 
cluster-specific analysis in Fig. 3A, the blocked D2 representation is 
significantly different from the rest condition in all highly selective 
finger clusters (t13 > 3.87, P < 0.002). Looking at the specific effects 
of the D2 block, it appears that, while D2 dissimilarity drops sharply 
compared to rest in cluster C2, in the other clusters, it is more 
stable. Statistically, we identified a significant dissimilarity drop in 
clusters C1 (t13 = 2.50, P = 0.027) and C4 (t13 = 2.43, P = 0.031) but 
not in clusters C3 (t13 = 1.09, P = 0.297) and C5 (t13 = 1.21, P = 0.247). 
As exemplified in the hand area analysis detailed above, this dissim-
ilarity drop is not specific to D2. When each cluster’s four nontarget 
fingers are examined compared to rest, no cluster shows a signifi-
cant session × finger interaction (0.11 < F3,104 < 0.81; P > 0.489), 
yet every cluster showed a main effect of session (F1,104‘s  >  7.73; 
P’s < 0.008). In other words, while we see a general decrease in 
finger-specific information, this decrease seems relatively stable across 
the nonblocked fingers. The global dissimilarity reduction across 
the nonblocked fingers was also evident when the fingers were 
grouped as neighbors and non-neighbors to the target finger (effect 
of session: F1,108 > 6.90, P < 0.010; session × neighborhood interac-
tion: 0.00 < F1,108 < 1.64, P > 0.204). These findings are in contrast 
to the idea of increased selectivity of the cortical neighbors due to 
local cortical remapping.

To test whether the blocked D2 sustained greater reduction in 
representation relative to the other fingers, we examined the entire 
hand area (excluding the finger-selective clusters; Fig. 3C). We 
again do not find significant evidence for a greater collapse in dis-
similarity from rest for any of the fingers (including all five fingers; 
effect of session: F1,130 = 5.99, P = 0.002; session × finger interaction: 
F4,130 = 0.07, P = 0.991). Therefore, the reduction in information 
about D2 as a consequence of the nerve block was, with the excep-
tion of cluster C2, not notably different from that about the non-
blocked fingers. In other words, while locally, representation was 
abolished in the highly selective C2 cluster, in the greater hand area, 
the localized nerve block triggered a relatively homogeneous reduc-
tion in dissimilarity across fingers.

In the active condition, no cluster showed a significant session × 
finger interaction (0.20 < F3,112 < 1.12, P > 0.344). Only C4 showed 
a significant main effect of session (C4: F1,112 = 18.46, P < 0.001; other 
clusters: 0.15 < F1,112 < 3.07, P > 0.083). Active results from the en-
tire hand area (excluding the finger-selective clusters) are in line 
with that of the passive condition (including all five fingers; effect of 
session: F1,140 = 10.7, P = 0.001; session × finger interaction: F4,140 = 
0.21, P = 0.930). Together, this suggests that, despite the reported 

reduction in D2 activity across the hand map, the finger’s position 
within the canonical hand representational structure is preserved.

Homeostatic mechanisms can support global 
representational stability
Going back to the idea that even localized stimulation causes pe-
ripheral ripples across the hand (Fig. 4A), it is possible that the find-
ings described thus far are entirely driven by the peripheral effects 
incurred by the nerve block. According to this framework, if D2 
inputs normally contribute to cortical representation of all other 
fingers, then it stands to reason that blocking D2 will reduce activity 
profiles of all other fingers. Similarly, if the cortical D2 representa-
tion is partially constructed by peripheral inputs from the other 
fingers, then these inputs should be enough to sustain the D2 repre-
sentation despite the block. To disambiguate whether the observed 
activity changes in the block condition can be attributed to the loss 
of peripheral input alone or whether additional central plasticity 
mechanisms are at play, we used a computational model that simu-
lates S1 hand representation based on peripheral inputs (see Methods 
for details). In short, this model makes explicit that passive finger 
stimulation causes ripples in the skin that can activate mechanore-
ceptors beyond the immediate stimulation site (7). The cortex is 
modeled with five units (representing the five cortical finger-selective 
clusters) that receive input from the periphery and are also connected 
laterally (Fig. 4B). Including broad interconnectivity between dif-
ferent cortical patches allowed the model to encapsulate the canoni-
cal two-dimensional hand representation in S1, as found using RSA 
in this and previous studies (9, 34, 35).

We first tested whether the loss of peripheral input on its own 
might account for the observed cortical changes. After fitting the 
model to the empirical data obtained in the baseline session (see 
Methods), we examined the effects of the peripheral nerve block on 
the cortical representations, assuming that cortical response pro-
files did not change. As mechanical stimulation of a single finger 
excites tactile afferents terminating on other fingers and the palm, 
the loss of peripheral input from one finger could, in theory, affect 
other cortical patches. However, we found that the simulated activ-
ity pattern under anesthesia differed from the observed one, with 
the static model predicting a greater collapsing of D2 representa-
tion, relative to the other fingers (square markers in Fig. 4C). This 
simulation suggests that other central mechanisms likely mediate 
the observed effects of peripheral input loss, in addition to the dis-
tributed peripheral input.

To further explore potential central changes, we compared the 
simulated univariate activity under the static model with the empir-
ically observed activity. This revealed that the cortical changes were 
driven by two simple effects. First, a global reduction in gain by ap-
proximately 25%, such that activity was reduced proportionally for 
all cortical units under all stimulation conditions (see fitted slope 
versus unity line in Fig. 4D), which accounted for most of the block 
effect other than when D2 was stimulated. Second, the D2-specific 
maintained representation could be explained by a gain change in 
the D2 unit that increased its activity by approximately 25% and prop-
agated through lateral connection to other cortical clusters (see ini-
tial model illustration in Fig. 4B). Both effects together reproduced 
the observed cortical changes in the block condition (Fig. 4E). The 
proposed gain changes are consistent with homeostatic mechanisms: 
Decreased activity in the D2 unit might have elevated D2’s gain to 
raise this cluster’s activity, simultaneously with globally decreased gain.
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Preliminary physiological evidence collected using MR spectros-
copy (hereafter MRS) provides some support of the mechanisms 
behind the global gain changes proposed by the model. Enhanced 
excitability specific to the D2 patch may be difficult to show given 
the resolution of our methods. The widespread excitability drop for 
the other fingers, however, was empirically supported by changes 
in the neurochemical profile of S1. In a subset of participants (n = 10), 
we successfully performed MRS over the (entire) sensorimotor hand 
area in both baseline and block sessions. The glutamate/-aminobutyric 
acid (GABA) ratio at rest, a marker of cortical excitability (36), was 
reduced in the S1 hand area after block (t9 = 2.48, P = 0.035; Fig. 4F). 
Although further research is warranted, this global reduction in ex-
citation/inhibition strength provides support for a nonspecific 
homeostatic plasticity mechanism that can realistically take place at 
the rapid time scale that applies here.

DISCUSSION
Textbook electrophysiological findings suggest that neighboring 
fingers will invade the cortical territory of a silenced finger, and this 

remapping of boundaries within the hand map is often taken as 
evidence for reorganization. In our analysis, we followed the winner-
takes-all method used in previous studies to show local remapping. 
Consequently, we were able to reproduce this classical result: The 
“deprived” D2 territory was “overtaken” by the neighboring D1 
and D3 representations (Fig. 2C). We emphasize that, while origi-
nally observed in the monkey in areas 3b/1 and following chronic 
deafferentation/amputation (18,  19), similar local remapping re-
sults have since been found in various animal models, from rodents 
(15) to humans (37); over multiple time frames, from minutes (24) 
to decades (16); and using an incredibly wide range of methodolo-
gies, from optical imaging (38) to electrical source imaging using 
magnetoencephalography (MEG) (37). Therefore, while our meth-
odology was distinct from the original electrophysiological studies 
performed in the 80s on multiple accounts, there is an abundance of 
related reports on local remapping that bridge the gap. Several of 
the above researchers attributed their findings to rapid unmasking, 
i.e., the desilencing of intact but dormant neural connections from 
neighboring fingers, whereas we also consider overlap with non-
dominant finger representations already active before input loss. 

Fig. 4. A computational model implementing a combination of local peripheral block and homeostatic mechanisms can account for the observed results. 
(A) Simulated peripheral responses to mechanical finger stimulation (akin to the one used in the passive condition) in the baseline and block sessions, with lighter colors 
indicating higher firing rates. (B) The cortical model consists of five units representing the different finger-selective clusters, which receive input from the periphery and 
are laterally connected. Thicker arrows denote stronger connections. (C) A model fit on baseline responses based on simulated peripheral inputs cannot account for the 
observed results under peripheral D2 nerve block. (D) Predicted univariate activity under D2 block for the static model (i.e., with baseline weights) against empirically 
observed results (see Fig. 2B). Most activity is well fitted by a constant gain decrease (orange line fit to circles), but a separate mechanism is needed to account for activa-
tions arising from the blocked D2 stimulation condition (triangles). (E) A model incorporating a global gain decrease and a selective D2 increase can reproduce the ob-
served empirical pattern (see Fig. 3). (F) A significantly decreased glutamate/GABA ratio following the block, as identified using MRS in the cortical hand area. The 
reduction in excitation/inhibition could be an empirical in vivo marker of the global gain decrease required by our model.
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The principal distinction between our study and many previous studies 
of local remapping is that we have aimed to set our replication against 
the hypothesis that such interfinger representational overlap hinders 
representational change, motivating us to further characterize the 
interfinger representational features underlying the deprived hand map.

We demonstrate that despite apparent remapping, in our dataset 
(based on short-term deprivation), there is little evidence that voxels 
at baseline selective to the blocked finger increase their preference 
for that finger’s neighbors following deprivation. Instead, we iden-
tified a significant reduction in finger activity and selectivity that 
extended well beyond the deprived finger cluster and was evenly 
spread across both neighboring and non-neighboring fingers. Fur-
thermore, despite a drastic reduction in activity for the blocked fin-
ger in voxels that were highly selective to that finger, we found clear 
evidence for that finger’s persistent representation elsewhere in the 
hand area. This result is consistent with recent findings, showing a 
preserved interfinger representational structure in chronic ampu-
tees (29). Our present findings showing global reduction of finger 
selectivity across the entire hand area are also consistent with our 
previous behavioral findings, where we administered a localized 
nerve block to one finger (D2) while training participants to im-
prove the perceptual acuity of a neighboring finger (D3) (39). We 
found that, relative to training with a sham block, the nerve block 
increased the spread of learning from the trained finger to untrained 
fingers across the hands (i.e., even in fingers not traditionally topo-
graphically related to the trained finger, such as D4 of the opposite 
hand). In addition, training gains were also recorded in the blocked 
finger itself. These behavioral findings suggest that, consistent with 
our present findings, local blocking to one finger increases (the 
overlap of) interfinger processing.

Why was finger selectivity reduced across the hand map?
Our first finding is that finger selectivity, characterized using both 
local differences in net activity and multivariate RSA, was reduced, in 
both the passive and active task. This goes against the intuition that 
local unmasking (within cluster C2) and disinhibition within neigh-
boring clusters (due to reduced lateral inhibition) would cause in-
creased selectivity, particularly for the neighboring fingers, even at 
the short time scale examined here. However, as illustrated by our 
computational model, when accounting for complex interfinger re-
ceptive fields (as will be discussed below), attenuating D2 input 
should not cause larger inhibition to clusters C1 and C3 than to 
clusters selective to non-neighboring fingers. The reduction in se-
lectivity could not be accounted for solely by the reduced input 
from the blocked finger. Instead, as indicated by the computational 
model, global inhibition across the map is required to explain the 
observed reduction in net activity. Tonic inhibition, mediated through 
extrasynaptic GABA receptors, could account for this global selec-
tivity reduction. By shifting the relative spiking threshold, receptive 
fields will modulate their own selectivity. Xing and Gerstein (40) 
showed that rapid receptive field change following input loss can be 
successfully modeled using only tonic inhibition. Our observation 
that blocking one finger can cause shifts across the whole hand map 
is consistent with the original observations by Merzenich et al. (14), 
who noted that local deprivation triggered more global changes to 
the boundaries within the hand map. This finding suggests that this 
process is somatotopically less precise than previously assumed: The 
entire hand representation undergoes inhibition. This proposed 
mechanism fits with the decreased glutamate/GABA ratio that we 

have found at rest using MRS, which also suggests an increase in 
inhibition after input loss.

Alternatively, it could be argued that local remapping should re-
sult in increased overlap in the receptive field properties of different 
fingers, resulting in increased representational similarity and de-
creased selectivity (as we show here). It is worth highlighting that 
the decreased selectivity (and increased representational similarity) 
was homogeneous across fingers and was found both within and 
outside the highly finger-selective clusters. Hence, the observed 
findings cannot be solely driven by local changes to receptive field 
properties within the deprived cortex.

We recently identified a similar whole-hand drop in selectivity, 
similar to what was observed here, after (able-bodied) participants 
adapted their hand dynamics to use an additional artificial thumb 
[(35); see Ogawa et al. (41) for similar findings in trained pianists]. 
Although plausible alternative theories exist for that finding [see 
(35)], reduced selectivity may occur more generally following atyp-
ical sensorimotor input. The mechanism behind our results may 
also be involved in other (rapid) representational shifts following 
changes in finger input, e.g., tonic inhibition following sustained 
tactile stimulation (42). We therefore conclude that the reduced fin-
ger selectivity observed here was aided by central plasticity mecha-
nisms. It is important to note that, although we have hypothesized 
that homeostasis is achieved through a cortical mechanism, plas-
ticity mechanisms occurring subcortically (43) will also influence 
the primary somatosensory cortex. While we are unable to com-
ment on the relative contribution of noncortical mechanisms on the 
observed results, the altered inhibition-excitation ratio in S1 does 
suggest some role for that area in this process.

Why was the blocked finger’s representation persistent?
The observation of persistent representation of the blocked finger is 
unexpected if one would consider the hand map as a mosaic of dis-
crete finger clusters. However, as highlighted in the introduction, 
this is a specious argument. In the current study, while the periph-
eral signals leading to the hand map mainly come from mechanore-
ceptors on the blocked finger (in natural contexts), some peripheral 
receptive fields are very large, integrating information from across 
most of the hand [(5); even before reaching cortex (44)]. This likely 
arises from the mechanical attributes of the hand, which induces a 
ripple of vibration following even very localized touch, which will, 
in turn, cause a specific spatiotemporal pattern of mechanoreceptor 
activity across the entire hand (see also Fig. 4A) (6, 8). At the corti-
cal level, receptive fields can be complex and integrate information 
across a variety of receptor types (5, 45). Hence, somatosensory in-
put should be regarded as inherently distributed across the hand 
(and beyond), a view many have argued for before [e.g., (9)]. This 
cortical interfinger representation may also be influenced by natu-
ral hand use, where interfinger co-use is commonplace (46) and the 
fingers engage in highly regular patterns of comovement. Distributed 
interfinger activity can even be induced by localized microstimula-
tion of individual mechanoreceptive afferent units (47), suggesting 
that this is an organizational feature of S1. It is thus likely that pe-
riphery-driven interfinger interactions, not readily inferred from 
the finger maps, are robust throughout the somatosensory system.

However, the persistent response for the blocked finger in our 
study was greater than what might have been expected from stimu-
lation of the unblocked fingers’ mechanoreceptors during blocked 
finger stimulation. Our model suggests that remaining D2 information 
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(from whichever source, see below) needs to be selectively boosted 
to produce the observed activity patterns. In other words, the global 
inhibition needs to be offset with respect to residual inputs relating 
to D2. This could possibly be driven by a homeostatic mechanism, 
keeping the firing rates in the deprived cortex stable. Although ho-
meostatic plasticity is typically studied at longer time scales (48), it 
may also occur at the scale of hours and less [(49); see (50) for short-
term monocular deprivation], making it a potential mechanism for 
the changes seen here.

A more trivial explanation for the persistent D2 representation 
may be that we did not perform a successful nerve block. Both the 
diminished univariate activity of D2 in its related S1 cluster and our 
behavioral results showing D2 acuity at floor level indicate that in-
put from D2 was successfully attenuated. However, it is likely that 
some D2-related residual input, although reduced, still reached S1, 
as shown in our active condition. This is not a limitation of our 
pharmacological approach, but rather a shared feature with other 
deafferentation models for studying deprivation—even when con-
sidering extreme cases of spinal cord injury or whole-hand am-
putation, some rudimentary peripheral signals persist from the 
injured nerves (51). In our computational model, we assumed that 
the nerve block does not provide complete abolishment of all D2 
inputs. While peripheral input may play a role in maintaining the 
representation of the amputated, deafferented, or blocked body 
part, even then, the magnitude of the empirically observed per-
sistent representation exceeds what would be expected from such 
limited input. This is supported by our model, as well as our analy-
ses showing that the decrease in D2 dissimilarity across the hand 
area was not quantitatively different from the decrease observed for 
the other, nonblocked, fingers.

More likely, decreased peripheral drive may have been compen-
sated by up-regulation of residual afferent, as well as nonafferent, 
inputs. First, the somatosensory cortex and the motor system are 
tightly linked (52,  53), and motor commands, unaffected by our 
nerve block, are also routed to S1. We have previously argued for a 
role for the motor system in stabilizing S1 organization following 
(long-term) amputation (25), and similar mechanisms could facili-
tate the persistent representation observed here. According to this 
interpretation, the S1 inputs contributing to the maintained repre-
sentation of the deafferented finger (or limb) may be distinct from 
the afferent inputs comprising the “remapped” (surviving) repre-
sentations [see e.g., (54)]. Although motor commands can explain 
why activity for the blocked finger was not reduced to zero during 
the active movement condition, any undetected micromovements 
during the passive task would not be expected to engage S1 strongly. 
Still, the global drop in selectivity was proportionally similar during 
both the active and passive task. Second, nonafferent inputs repre-
senting cognitive (e.g., attentional and imagery) factors have been 
shown to modestly modulate hand-related activity in S1 (55–57). 
Pattern completion using top-down input from higher-order sen-
sory cortex has also been shown to modulate activity in the visual 
cortex (58, 59). Because the participants were informed at all times 
which finger was being stimulated through visual feedback, top-
down processes may have been able to fill in the blocked finger’s 
activity. In some ways, this is compatible with the notion of com-
plex interfinger receptive fields, with some residual peripheral in-
formation relating to D2 stimulation (either through some residual 
input or aided by the rippling effect of mechanoreceptive responses 
following blocked D2 stimulation). Pattern completion could even 

be facilitated by the hypothesized horizontal connections between 
neurons within S1 (60). Crucially, here, the persistent representation 
will be stabilized by the “surviving” afferent representations [see (61) 
for review]. It is likely that all of these processes (both bottom-up 
and top-down) contribute to the persistent representation observed 
here. Regardless of the specific process, the key mechanism to enable 
the distinct representation of D2 despite abolishment of its primary 
input is the distributed representation across fingers, which we 
believe is shaped and maintained by daily life experience (10, 46).

Can methodological differences account for the divergence 
of findings relative to other studies?
We find widespread changes in finger selectivity following localized 
deprivation but, consistent with our findings in amputees, we do 
not observe any changes in the overall interfinger representational 
pattern (Fig. 3B). We do not think this result contradicts the multi-
ple previous studies reporting remapping of cortical neighbors into 
the deprived sensorimotor territory (62). First, the short-term ef-
fects of deafferentation studied here leave the door open for sub-
stantial reorganization after more prolonged input loss. However, 
as highlighted above, when only considering net selectivity profiles 
within the deprived cortex (winner-takes-all), our data can replicate 
the cortical remapping shown by others. When considering addi-
tional representational facets, notably interfinger overlap, we find a 
shrinkage of the representational structure rather than shifted (or 
more distinct) representation of the neighboring fingers. Interfinger 
overlap and selectivity are both important aspects of the topographic 
hand map, and our findings provide a nuancing contrast to net se-
lectivity alone, which has dominated human research on deprivation- 
triggered plasticity. This view is consistent with a recent demonstration 
that the information content of body parts and sub-parts is more 
distributed across S1 than selectivity maps suggest (12).

We do not find any evidence for increased activity for the neigh-
boring fingers within the deprived cortex, as might be expected 
from a process of local unmasking. The time scale at which our ef-
fect occurs (within 1 to 2 hours) excludes the contribution of sub-
stantial anatomical or synaptic plasticity [see also (63)]. It is likely 
that, at a longer time scale, Hebbian plasticity mechanisms could 
produce more substantial adult reorganization (64). Still, deprivation- 
driven remapping has not been limited to only long time scales. For 
example, enlargement of receptive fields following deprivation in 
animal studies has been replicated for amputation (24, 65, 66) and 
anesthesia (15, 24, 67), sometimes after less than 1 hour after inter-
vention. In humans, representational change in response to local 
blocks has also been reported by several studies [see (39) for review] 
(68–70). Work by Bjorkman et al. (68), for example, suggests that 
anesthetic cream on the forearm leads to expansion of the contralat-
eral hand area. Other human studies suggest that enhanced tactile 
stimulation of fingers can cause rapid receptive field changes (42). 
However, these changes are also reversible, indicating that these are 
within the hand area’s representational dynamic range. It is possible 
that short-term reorganization studies may overestimate reorgani-
zation because, while each neuron’s suprathreshold responses are 
highly plastic, the widespread arborization of afferent connections 
providing the excitatory input is more stable (71). Ultimately, the 
traditional receptive field is created by inhibitory networks dynamically 
determining which responses cross the threshold. Hence, it is possible 
that the full consequences of local unmasking can only be captured 
in longer time scales. In this context, our present findings highlight 
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the need to apply more caution when interpreting absolute selectivity 
changes that drive boundary changes within a topographic map.

It is also possible that we did not observe expanded receptive 
fields in our study, i.e., no increase in activity for neighboring fin-
gers in the D2 cluster, because fMRI pools many cells’ response pro-
files, so our observed distributed activity, even at baseline, might 
have already been less than fully inhibited (and thus measurable). 
We also note that the degree of interfinger convergence likely varies 
across cortical layers (72), which we are unable to tease apart with 
standard fMRI. Seven-tesla BOLD fMRI is particularly skewed 
toward processes occurring in the superficial layers (73). Regardless, 
while differences in methodology may drive some discrepancies 
with the animal literature, previous accounts for plasticity following 
localized S1 input loss, in the form of spatial remapping, transcends 
methodologies [e.g., MEG (37), and, in squirrel monkeys, optical 
imaging (38), electroencephalography (74), and TMS (75)]. In con-
trast, the reduced activity observed across the hand area in our 
study—seen using a classical univariate approach that is well vali-
dated against electrophysiology (Fig. 2B) (76)—is another example 
of this seemingly ubiquitous phenomenon. Ultimately, while meth-
odological differences are substantial, we believe that the organizing 
principle highlighted here cannot be excused as a mere consequence 
of using fMRI versus electrophysiology.

In conclusion, the characterization of S1 as a patchwork of iso-
lated clusters representing individual fingers (i.e., a topographic 
map) has been useful in progressing our understanding of function-
al hand representation. However, as our results highlight, this over-
emphasis on selectivity may bias our research into brain plasticity. 
In particular, complex and behaviorally relevant interactions exist 
between neighboring representations in the periphery, cortex, and 
in between; but because these interdependencies between finger 
representations are normally overshadowed by finger selectivity, 
they have often been overlooked in previous research on brain re-
mapping and reorganization. When taking these representational 
motifs into consideration, we find that a drastic and highly localized 
change to the periphery causes hand-wide and largely homoge-
neous suppression of cortical hand representation. Our findings 
are consistent with mounting recent evidence, demonstrating 
that the representation of an insensate or even an amputated 
hand is stable and can be evoked by S1 stimulation (25). Beyond 
advancing our understanding of the underlying representational 
structure of hand representation and (lack of) reorganization, 
which, in itself, may not generalize to long-term input loss, our 
study makes two additional contributions that are generalizable. 
First, from a methodological standpoint, our findings highlight 
the need to apply more caution when interpreting boundary 
changes to topographic maps, based on net selectivity. Specifi-
cally, because we were able to reproduce this form of remapping 
while providing strong evidence for representational stability, we 
suggest that this measure does not necessarily indicate reorgani-
zation, i.e., a change away from a norm. Furthermore, from an 
applied biomedical perspective, if verified as a more global un-
derlying representational feature of S1, the shared representation 
across fingers (and perhaps even body parts) provides neuroen-
gineers with the ability to complete missing input in certain contexts, 
for example, following localized brain tissue damage or peripheral 
injuries. Our findings therefore open up previously unidentified 
opportunities for restorative applications and brain-computer 
interface control.

METHODS
Because the methodology of this study overlaps with that of a previ-
ous study (32), some subsections (e.g., “Task-based fMRI analysis,” 
“Localizer and cluster definition,” and “Representational similarity 
analysis” sections) have been repeated from there.

Participants
Fifteen healthy volunteers (six female; age = 26.44 ± 1.04) partici-
pated in this study. In addition, one volunteer (P16) participated in 
session 1 but did not complete session 2; their imaging data have 
not been included, but we did include the collected behavioral data. 
All participants but one were right-handed, and all experimental 
tasks were performed using the right hand. All participants gave 
written informed consent, and ethical approval for the study was 
obtained from the Health Research Authority, UK (13/SC/0502).

One participant was excluded from the passive multivariate task 
analysis because they were identified as an outlier (score > 3 SDs 
below the group mean in the baseline session). This participant was 
included in the active condition where their scores were considered 
to be within normal group variance (0.3 SDs above group mean). In 
addition, because of multiple technical challenges with data acquisi-
tion (due to the complex MRI protocols, the induction of the nerve 
block, and the time-consuming behavioral testing) and the exceed-
ingly long testing session, we sustained some impartial datasets. 
Fourteen participants took part in the postscan grating orientation 
task, but two missed one of the two sessions. Thirteen participants 
had resting-state data for both sessions, and 10 participants had sta-
ble magnetic resonance spectra in both sessions (see below for more 
details). One outlier participant was excluded from the tactile acuity 
measurements because they were reportedly distracted during the 
baseline session (Fig. 1, B and C), but group inference was not sub-
stantially different when they were included.

Experimental procedures
Participants attended two sessions that were similarly structured 
(see Fig. 1A). A finger nerve block was administered in one of the 
two sessions (in counterbalanced order between participants). In 
both scan sessions, participants completed an active and a passive 
task, a resting state, and spectroscopy scans. In the baseline session, 
participants also performed a functional localizer task that was used 
to define the finger-selective clusters.

Procedures outside the scanner
Pharmacological nerve block
Seven participants received the nerve block in the first session and 
eight received it in the second session. The nerve block consisted of 
a mixture of 2  ml of 2% lidocaine and 2  ml of 0.5% bupivacaine 
hydrochloride, allowing for both a rapid onset of the anesthetic ef-
fect and a stable effect in 5 to 8 hours (depending on blood circula-
tion). The solution was injected by a trained medical professional 
around the base of the right index finger, and each side of the finger 
was injected with approximately half of the solution. This thereby 
formed a ring block, anesthetizing the entire finger.
Psychophysical testing
We used a range of tactile acuity and sensitivity assessments to ver-
ify the perceptual effectiveness of the nerve block. All measures 
were carried out during both the baseline and block sessions. To test 
acuity, an experimenter applied a plastic domed grating with a grat-
ing width of 3.5 mm to the glabrous surface of the right distal index 
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finger perpendicularly for a period of approximately 1 s. The grat-
ing was oriented vertically or horizontally, randomly over 20 trials, 
and participants reported the perceived orientation via a mouse 
click (with their left hand). This provided a relatively quick means 
to probe tactile acuity and was carried out at four time points: an 
initial test shortly after the injection, immediately before the scan, 
immediately after the scan, and after the more precise postscan sen-
sitivity tests (see Fig.  1A). Performance above 70% correct in the 
prescanning test of the block session was an a priori criterion for 
exclusion. On the basis of this criterion, all participants were suc-
cessfully blocked. We also tested the adjacent D3 to confirm that the 
effects of the nerve block were localized.

After the injection (but before the scan), we also assessed tactile 
sensitivity using Von Frey hairs. Two hairs of different forces (2.0 
and 8.0 mN) were applied to the glabrous surface of the distal index 
finger. Participants were asked to indicate which force felt stronger 
in each trial, over 20 trials. On each trial, the filament was pressed 
perpendicularly against the fingertip for approximately 2 s.

After the scan, we estimated tactile acuity thresholds more pre-
cisely for the index, middle, and ring fingers. Plastic domed gratings 
with five different grating widths (0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.5, and 3.5 mm) 
were briefly applied to each of the finger’s distal pad in either hori-
zontal or vertical orientation, over 20 trials per grating width and 
finger. Participants were asked to indicate the orientation of the 
grating with a mouse click of the left hand. Participants were blind-
folded throughout the procedure. The order in which the gratings 
were presented was randomized. The trials were grouped in two 
blocks interspersed by a short break. To encourage engagement, 
participants received intermittent auditory feedback on their per-
formance (percentage correct) over headphones.

MRI tasks
General procedures
In a single session, participants completed an active and a passive 
task in the scanner (in counterbalanced order between partici-
pants), as well as an anatomical scan, a resting state scan, and an 
MRS scan (also performed during rest). The active and passive 
tasks were completed over four separate runs (for each task), as 
described in (32).

The scan protocol was identical for the passive and active task. 
Each run is composed of individual finger blocks for each of the five 
fingers (one tap per second, 12-s blocks) of the right hand, as well as 
no movement (rest) blocks lasting 12 or 24 s. Each condition was 
repeated three times in a semicounterbalanced order within each 
run, here termed “random design.” Each run totaled 118 volumes 
and comprised a different block order.

We also conducted a functional localizer before the active task in 
the baseline session to independently identify finger-selective re-
gions of interest (here termed clusters C1 to C5). Two runs were 
acquired, with a reversed order from each other, each consisting of 
108 volumes, covering 5 cycles around the hand. Last, 150 resting- 
state volumes were collected in both sessions. For more details, see 
Supplementary Methods.

While prolonged stimulation may cause habituation, our study 
involved identical stimulation across conditions and order was 
counterbalanced. Thus, while habituation could cause activity to 
decrease or, theoretically, could cause a drop in finger dissimilarity, 
we do not believe that habituation could have caused the differences 
in baseline and block sessions that we show here.

Tactile perceptual analysis
For the sensitivity checks of grating orientation judgment (Fig. 1, 
B and C), the four measurements were grouped into prescan (two 
tests) and postscan (two tests) measurements. Session comparison 
was done on the average percentage of correct responses. For the 
detection performance with the Von Frey hairs (Fig. 1D), raw accu-
racy data were z-normalized and d prime (d′) scores were calculated 
(hits minus false alarms).

Tactile psychophysical thresholds were determined separately 
for each finger/session, using standard procedures [e.g., (39)]. In 
short, this was done by plotting accuracy as a function of grating 
size across all levels of stimulus difficulty and fitting a Weibull curve 
using a least-squares function in MATLAB (two free parameters: 
gamma = 0.05, lambda = 0). The threshold for this psychometric 
function was interpolated from the grating size estimated to yield 
82% accuracy. We also extracted the slope and goodness of fit values 
(R2) for each curve fit (the slope is taken as the steepness of the psy-
chometric function at the threshold point, and the R2 represents 
how well the psychometric function represented the data, i.e., how 
close the data points are to the line). Overall, the psychometric func-
tions predicted the data with relative accuracy (average R2 = 0.76, 
SEM = 0.02). Thresholds were compared across fingers and sessions.

MRI acquisition and preprocessing
For details on the acquisition and preprocessing of the MRI images, 
see Supplementary Methods.

Task-based fMRI analysis
Active and passive tasks
A voxel-based GLM analysis was carried out on each of the 16 runs 
(4 active and 4 passive per session) using FEAT to identify activity 
patterns for each finger condition. The design was convolved with 
the double-gamma hemodynamic response function, as well as its 
temporal derivative. For each run, 11 contrasts were set up: each 
finger versus rest, each finger versus all other fingers, and all fingers 
versus rest. For univariate analysis, the estimates from the four ac-
tive/passive runs were then averaged voxel wise for each participant 
using a fixed effects model, creating 11 main activity patterns for 
each task. These contrasts were used for the follow-up analysis de-
scribed below.
Localizer and cluster definition
The traveling wave task described above was used to identify finger- 
specific voxel clusters. The analysis was carried out as in (28). In 
short, a reference model was created using a convolved hemody-
namic response function to account for the hemodynamic response. 
This model consisted of an 8-s “on” period followed by a 32-s “off” 
period to model the movement block of one finger for 1 cycle. The 
model was shifted by 2 seconds (i.e., the acquisition time of one 
volume) 20 times to model a single-movement cycle (which lasted 
40 s), thus resulting in 20 reference models. This was repeated five 
times to model the 5 cycles in each run. Each of these reference 
models was then correlated with each voxel’s preprocessed BOLD 
signal time course. This resulted in cross-correlation r values for 
each voxel, which were standardized using the Fisher’s r-to-z trans-
formation. Lags were assigned to each finger (four lags per finger) 
to average the r values across runs for each voxel. This resulted in an 
r value for each finger that was further averaged across the forward 
and backward runs. To define finger specificity, each voxel was as-
signed to one finger using a winner-takes-all approach. This was 
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done by finding the maximum for each voxel across the five aver-
aged r values and assigning the voxel to the corresponding finger.

To correct for multiple comparisons, a false discovery rate (FDR) 
threshold (q < 0.01) was applied to each finger individually [as in 
(28)]. The resulting FDR-corrected finger-specific voxels were then 
used to create finger-specific clusters showing strong finger selec-
tivity for each of the fingers. This was done by using an anatomically 
defined mask of the S1 hand area that was defined for each partici-
pant on the basis of a FreeSurfer structural segmentation of S1 sub-
divisions. Brodmann areas 3a, 3b, and 1, spanning a 2-cm strip 
dorsal/ventral to the anatomical hand knob, were included in the 
mask (29). The finger-specific activity under this mask was used to 
create finger-specific S1 clusters (C1 to C5; see, e.g., Fig. 2). This 
approach allowed us to identify finger-specific S1 clusters on an in-
dividual participant basis, which were used for further analysis of 
the active and passive tasks. Clusters are not necessarily contiguous. 
The size of these clusters varied considerably between participants, 
as reported in table S1. Although the FreeSurfer structural segmen-
tation cannot indisputably separate the subdivisions of S1, we con-
firmed that the finger-specific clusters lay primarily in areas 3b and 
1. Using a lower bound of 95% confidence for the area assignment, 
20 to 45% and 30 to 45% of the clusters’ voxels were assigned to ar-
eas 3b and 1, respectively (see fig. S4). Considering the difference in 
anatomical size between the subdivisions (average size area 3b: 1444 
voxels; area 1: 2097 voxels), this distribution matches the slight dom-
inance of area 3b in the previous literature. Last, the entire S1 hand 
mask was also used as its own region of interest for the winner-
takes-all (remapping) analysis reported in Fig. 2 (B and C) and the 
multivariate analysis reported in Fig. 3 (B and C) (excluding highly 
selective voxels in the clusters).
Univariate selectivity analyses and winner-takes-all maps 
for the main tasks
To examine the distribution and selectivity of finger activity in the 
active/passive tasks, average activity was calculated for each finger 
in each finger cluster. Activity was calculated separately for each 
finger, condition, and session. As a measure of selectivity, we sub-
tracted in each cluster the average activity of the nontarget fingers 
from that of the target finger (i.e., the finger that the cluster is selec-
tive for). For this analysis, as reported in the “Results” section, activity 
of D2 and activity in cluster C2 were ignored, so each cluster had 
three nontarget fingers.

To create winner-takes-all maps for the passive task, we first 
projected the five finger-versus-rest contrasts (averaged across runs) 
from the passive task onto the cortical surface. Within the S1 hand 
area (see above), each voxel was either assigned to the finger that 
evoked the strongest BOLD response or assigned as nonactive if the 
maximum response did not exceed 0. To simulate classical analysis 
carried out following amputation, this analysis was repeated while 
ignoring D2, i.e., voxels could only be assigned to one of four fin-
gers. To examine whether rapid invasion occurred in the deprived 
cortical territory, we compared the number of voxels assigned to 
each finger within D2-selective cluster C2.
Representational similarity analysis
We used RSA (77) to assess the multivariate relationships between 
the activity patterns generated across fingers and tasks. The (dis)
similarity between activity patterns within the S1 hand mask was 
measured for each finger pair using the cross-validated Mahalano-
bis distance (78). The activity patterns were prewhitened using 
the residuals from the GLM and then cross-nobis distances were 

calculated for each task (active/passive) separately, using each pair of 
imaging runs and averaging those results. Because of cross-validations, 
the distance value is expected to be zero (but can go below) if two 
patterns are not statistically different from each other. Otherwise, 
greater distances indicate larger differences in multivariate repre-
sentation. The analysis above produced 10 distance values (one for 
each finger pair) per task/region of interest, forming an RDM per 
participant. These values can statistically be compared to 0 (i.e., rep-
resenting no difference between conditions or rest; see the “Statistics” 
section for more details). This analysis was repeated for three re-
gions of interest: within each finger-selective cluster (Fig. 3A), across 
the five finger-selective clusters (Fig. 3B), and across the entire hand 
area, after excluding the finger-selective clusters (Fig. 3C).

As an aid to visualize the RDMs (and not used in any statistical 
analysis), we also performed MDS. This analysis projects the higher- 
dimensional RDM into a lower-dimensional space while preserving 
the interfinger distances as accurately as possible. Rest was included 
as an extra condition (with uniform activity of 0), so finger-specific 
differences could be separated from differences from rest. MDS was 
performed on individual data and averaged across participants after 
Procrustes alignment (without scaling) to remove any arbitrary ro-
tations introduced by MDS. The two dimensions along which the 
data were projected showed the maximal between-finger variance, 
reflecting differences between fingers rather than nonfinger-specific 
variation from rest.

Magnetic resonance spectroscopy
For details on MRS, see Supplementary Methods.

Resting-state scan
Following the same preprocessing pipeline as for the task fMRI (see 
Supplementary Methods), the mean time course of the resting-state 
fMRI scan was extracted from the S1 region of interest. The SD of 
the time series over time was compared between sessions. Less signal 
variation would suggest diminished excitability that is not task specific.

Modeling details
Peripheral inputs were generated using TouchSim (7), a model that 
reconstructs typical afferent brain activation to stimuli placed across 
the hand. For the baseline condition, modeled tapping on each of 
the five fingertips generated input mimicking that observed in the 
passive fMRI task. The nerve block was simulated in the model by 
reducing the activity of all afferents in D2, for all stimulus profiles, to 
20% of baseline inputs. Thus, we assume some small residual activa-
tion. Peripheral input to a cortical cluster was pooled for each finger.

The cortical model consists of a feedforward part, where each 
cortical cluster receives input from all fingers. It further involves a 
set of lateral connections, where each cortical cluster excites or in-
hibits other clusters. The strength of the lateral excitation and inhi-
bition is determined by the activity of the cortical cluster. Thus, at 
each time step t, the activity of a single cortical cluster can be cal-
culated as

   c  i  (t ) =    i     w  i     T  p + b +   l  i     T  c(t − 1)  

where ci(t) is the activity of cortical cluster i responses at time step t, 
 is a gain factor, w is a weight vector specifying each finger’s con-
nection strength to the cortical cluster, p is the vector of peripheral 
inputs from each finger, b is a scalar offset, l is the lateral connection 
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field, and c(t − 1) is the vector of cortical activity from the previous 
time step. To simulate cortical activity under peripheral stimula-
tion, we iterated the above equation until the cortical cluster activity 
had settled, usually within six time steps.

For the baseline model, all gain factors  were set to 1. The lateral 
connection lij between clusters i and j depended on the distance be-
tween the cortical clusters alone, and, therefore, each cortical clus-
ter had the same lateral connection pattern, only shifted spatially. In 
the model presented here, we assumed short-range excitation and 
long-range inhibition. Such a lateral connection pattern is frequently 
assumed in cortical modeling and can indeed recreate the canonical 
RSA hand representation commonly observed in S1. However, we 
note that shifting the “rest state” against which cortical activity is 
expressed will also change the lateral connectivity pattern and, for 
example, lead to inhibition between neighboring clusters. We can-
not disambiguate between models that only differ by what rest state is 
assumed, but all these models require both a global and a D2-specific 
gain shift to mimic the empirical results under block, so our main 
results are unaffected. In Fig. 4 (C to E), we increased the baseline to 
allow for the typical pattern of lateral connectivity shown in Fig. 4B. The 
model parameters wi and b were fitted to the empirical data in the 
baseline session, using the TouchSim-generated finger responses. 
Feedforward weights between the fingers and cortical units were 
initially fit using multiple regression. Then, an iterative process was 
used to adjust the weights on the basis of the settled activity after 
multiple lateral updates. RDMs were calculated using the Euclidean 
distances between the responses of the modeled cortical units for 
each finger stimulation.

Using the feedforward weights and lateral connectivity pattern 
generated using baseline session input, we then calculated the result 
of D2 block without any additional cortical changes (i.e., the static 
model). As this led to a poor fit, we let the gain parameters  vary to 
test whether homeostatic mechanisms might account for the ob-
served changes. We found that two changes were required to repro-
duce the experimental findings: first, a global reduction in the 
activity of all fingers ( = 0.75) and, second, an increase in the D2 
cortical cluster gain (2 = 1.25). This increase enables widespread 
changes in the activity of all clusters via propagation through the 
lateral connections and stabilizes the cortical representation of D2.
Statistics
Unless stated otherwise, statistical comparisons were done using 
(paired or one-sample) two-tailed t tests and (repeated-measures) 
analysis of variance (ANOVA). Bulk t tests on individual finger 
clusters were not corrected for multiple comparisons to minimize 
false negatives because of a lack of power. This decision may have 
increased the false-positive error of our results. To confirm the null 
hypothesis for key nonsignificant results, Bayesian statistics was carried 
out, as implemented in JASP (version 0.13.1; using as a prior a Cauchy 
distribution centered on 0 with a width of 0.707). A Bayes factor (for the 
alternative over null hypothesis; BF10) of less than 0.33 was considered 
as substantial evidence in favor of the null (79).

The significance of rank correlations between the canonical rep-
resentational finger pattern and nontarget fingers in each cluster 
was calculated by comparing the sample mean against that of per-
muted labels. These tests were not corrected for multiple compari-
sons because inference was done on a higher-level result, i.e., the 
number of clusters with a canonical finger order. Last, to estimate 
tactile acuity and sensitivity thresholds, we used GEEs (generalized 
estimating equations).

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at https://science.org/doi/10.1126/
sciadv.abk2393

View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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